Yield Test: Fully prepared Sous Vide Entrees.
Bonewerks Culinarte' is the industry leader in quality sous vide products. Our entire sous vide line starts with only the highest
quality protein. Each portion is hand seasoned and oven seared to insure proper rendering and the perfect browning of each
piece. Bonewerks does not use any type of browning agent, marinated or injected meats, nor do we cook raw meat "in-pouch"
to increase yields or to create a sauce. Once oven seared, the entree is then individually bagged with three ounces of our own
sauce for the perfect accompaniment to the entree. Bonewerks uses heavy duty sous vide bags to prevent broken seals and
leakage. Once vacuum sealed, the entree is braised to perfection and blast frozen. Product shelf life: refrigerated - 21 days,
frozen - 1 year from production date.
Do the "New Math" and discover why our product competes so well in regards to portion cost.
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Did you have enough portions?
Extra Portions?
Deduct "Leftovers" from yeild

Individual Portion
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If "extra" sauce,
what do you do with it?
Cost Per Portion $

BONEWERKS PRODUCT

If mulitple portions per bag,
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Texture like Chef made?
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